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ABSTRACT

The last thriving population of timber wolves in the contiguous United States

resides in northern and northeastern Minnesota. Estimates of the population

in the Study Area range from 153 to 200 animals. Using the rough estimate

of 1200 as the current Minnesota wolf population, the Study Area contains

between 13 and 17 percent of the State1s total population. These percentages

provide an adequate estimate of the proportion of wolves living within the

contiguous United States that reside in the Study Area.

Specific habitat requirements of wolves in the Superior National Forest (SNF)

have' not been determined. However the heavy reliance on deer as food suggests

that deer and wolf forest types are similar. Loss of large tracts of upland

forest to mining operations, primarily those dominated by aspen and birch,

can be expe~ted to further reduce the number of deer (and thus wolves) on

the Study Area. Simi 1ar uti 1i za ti on of 1owl a'nd coni fer, bog and shrub types

will have a limited affect on both densities. Loss of deciduous-coniferous

habitats would be intermediately detrimental relative to wolf densities.

The pattern of land use, especially in the eastern one-half of the Study Area,

will markedly influence the 'future distribution of wolves in M·innesota.
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INTRODUCTION TO TIlE REGIONAL COPPER-NICKEL STUDY

The Regional Copper-Nickel Environmental Impact Study is a comprehensive
examination of the potential cumulative environmental, social, and economic
impacts of copper-nickel mineral development in northeastern Minnesota.
This study is being conducted for the Minnesota Legislature and state
Executive Branch agencies, under the direction of the Minnesota Environ
mental Quality Board (rfEQB) and with the funding, review, and concurrence
of the Legislative Commission on }linnesota Resources.

A region along the surface contact of the Duluth Complex in St. Louis and
Lake counties in northeastern Minnesota contains a major domestic resource
of copper-nickel sulfide mineralization. This region has been explored by
several mineral resource development companies for more than twenty years,
and recently two firms, AMAX and International Nickel Company, have
considered commercial operations. These exploration and mine planning
activities indicate the potential establishment of a new mining and pro
cessing industry in Minnesota. In addition, these activities indicate the
need for a comprehensive environmental, social, and economic analysis by
the state in order to consider the cumulative regional implications of this
new industry and to provide adequate information for future state policy
review and development. In January, 1976, the MEQB organized and initiated
the Regional Copper-Nickel Study.

The major objectives of the Regional Copper-Nickel Study are: 1) to
characterize the region in its pre-copper-nickel development state; 2) to
identify and describe the probable technologies which may be used to exploit
the mineral resource and to convert it into salable commodities; 3) to
identify and assess the impacts of primary copper-nickel development and
secondary regional growth; 4) to conceptualiz~ alternative degrees of
regional copper-nickel development; and 5) to assess the cumulative
~hvi~onmental, social, and economic impacts of such hypothetical develop
~ents. The Regional Study is a scientific information gathering and
analysis effort and will not present subjective social judgements on
~hether, where, when, or how copper-nickel development should or should
not proceed. In addition, the Study will not make or propose state policy
pertaining to copper-nickel development.

The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board is a state agency responsible for
the implementation of the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act and promotes
tooperation between state agencies on environmental matters. The Regional
Copper-Nickel Study is an ad hoc effort of the MEQB and future regulatory
~nd site specific environmental impact studies will most likely be the
:responsibility of the Hinnesota Department of Natural Resources and the
~nnesota Pollution Control Agency.

\
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INTRODUCTION

The last thriving population of eastern timber wolves in the contiguous

United States resides in northern and northeastern Minnesota. Mech

(Wildl. Res. Biologist, U.S. Dept of Interior, Fish and Wildl. Serv.,

Hdg. at North Central For. Exp. Stat., St. Paul, Minn.; pers. comm.

March 1978) has provided a "rough estimate" of the wolf population within

Minnesota. He estimates that there are currently only 50 wolves living in

the U.S. outside of Minnesota and 1200 in the state, for a total population

of 1250 animals. 'The stronghold of the subspecies (I.l. lycaon) is Ontario

(Clarke 1970), with all 17 wolf subspecies having_a circumpolar distribution

(Banfield 1974).

The past and present status of wolves in Minnesota has long been an in

flamable issue between protectionists and those advocating a year round

extermination program for this forest predator. The Minnesota Department

of·Natural Resources (MDNR) ceased wolf control in the state in 1950 and

ended the bounty on this animal in 1965 (Mech and Karns 1977). Wolves

within the boundaries of ihe Supe~ior National Forest (SNF) were protected

on these Federal Lands in 1970 by a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

decree, and received full protection throughout Minnesota in August, 1974,

under the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973. The status of this species

has recen~ly been changed (Spring, 1978) to threatened, which may allow

authorized trapping and/or shooting of nuisance animals suspected of killing

ltvestock in certain regions af the state.

METHODS
\

The majority of the information for this paper was derived from a literature

review and personal communications with wiildlife researchers working in and

adjacent to the Regional Copper-Nickel Study Area. L.D. Mech was especially
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helpful in making available unpublished data. Field observations of wolves

by Copper-Nickel staff are also included.

RESULTS

The SNF has traditionally been the home for most of the timber wolves

in Minnesota. Densities are still highest in this area, but wolves have

expanded their range in the state to include approximately a 78,000 km2

area and are distributed throughout the entire Regional Copper-Nickel

Study Area (Mech per. comma March 1978) .. It appears that the Study Area

presently contains 6.7 percent (5200 km2/78,000 km2) of the estimated wolf

range in Minnesota. In the future if wolves are again largely restricted

to the SNF as has been the case in the past, the Study Area will contain

a much greater proportion of the state1s wolf habitat. Since about 3135

km2 of the Study Area lies within the borders of the SNF (10752 km 2),

this would represent 29.2 percent of the range.

Recently, wolf density on a portion of the SNF has been sharply reduced.

IIFrom 1972 to 1975, wolves declined about 40 percent in an area of about

2560 km2 in and near the Interior Area ll (Mech and Karns 1977). This is

an area bordering the northeastern edge of the Study Area and extending to

Grand Marais in the ~ast and the Canadian border to the north. Both white-

tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) densities and wolves have declined 'sharply

in the past 7-10 years, with deer essentially being eliminated from this,

area in the past few seasons (Mech and Karns 1977). If this interior area

.(2560 km2) is subtracted from the total for the SNF (10752 km2), the

remaining 8192 km mar be considered II prJme ll wolf ranqe. The Study Area

assumes an even greater importance to this further reduced timlJer wolf

r~i1-e 1~13k ~m2. 810? ~ 2 38 3 t)UI ~ \'" v "Ill: ... __ "m = • percen .
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Within the SNF the wolf population was considered saturated during the winter

of 1971-72 with 1 wolf/25.6 km2 (Mech and Karns 1977). The majority of these

animals were members of packs (77.8 percent), with the remainder (22.2 per

cent) occuring as lone wolves (Mech 1977 A). The distribution of known

denning areas (Fig. 1), along with pack territory boundaries and pack size

(Fig. 2, Table 1) indicate heavy use of the northeastern portion of the

Study Area by wolves. Other intensively used denning sites and pack

territories surely exist and are not noted on these figures because the

principle research efforts for wolves have typically included only a small

portion of the Study Area. More detailed information must aw~it site-specific

studies. However, the six random observations of wolves by Coprer-Nickel

staff within and adjacent to the Copper-Nickel Development Zone within the

Study Area (Fig. 3) add additional support to the conclusion that wolves are

generally more numerous in this northeastern region.

Mech (per. comm. March 1978) suggests that wolf densities in the Study Area

range from a maximum of 1 wolf/26 km2 to a minimum of 1 wolf/34 km2. At

these densities estimates of the population in the Study Area range from 153

to 200 animals. Using the rough estimate of 1200 as the current Minnesota

wolf population, the Study Area contains between 13 to 17 percent of the

state'stotal population. These percentages are also an adequate estimate

of the proportion of wolves living within the contiguous United States that

res i de in the Study Area. ,

Habitat Requirements

Specific habitat requirements of wolves have not been determined for the

population living within the SNF (Mech, pers.comm. March 1978). Since

white-tailed deer are the primary prey on a year-round basis, habitats

favorable to deer within the Study Area can also be expected to support
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the greatest density of wolves. Preferred deer cover types include aspen

and aspen-birch-coniferous mixtures (25 years old or younger) near recently

disturbed sites. Extensive areas of bog, conifer swamps or conyfer uplands,

shrub swamps and mature (50 years or older) stands of deciduQ~s or coniferous

species are marginal, low density habitats for both species. The use of

aspen, young plantations and recently harvested types by the Harris Lake Pack

in the Study Area was especially high (Mech 1977 B; interpretation of his

radio~tagged wolf locations and vegetation cover types from this study).

Food Requirements

The future abundance and density of wolves on the SNF depends upon the population

of the principle prey species, the white-tailed deer.' Mech and Karns (1977)

state that IIwolves in the study area (SNF) prey primarily on deer, supplementing

their diet with beaver (Castor canadensis) from March through November, and

with moose (Alces alces)." ;;These authors support their extensive knowledge of

this area with additional studies by Frenzel (1974) and 'Van Ballenberghe and

Mech (1974). Wolves on the SNF apparently prey upon moose in winter only

under stressful conditions when deer are scarce (Mech 1977 B).

Sources of Mortality

The major predator of the wolf on the SNF in the past was man. With protection,

wolf popul~tions increased during the 1960's (Mech 1973). The recent decline

is largely attri"buted to the death of pups caused by malnutrition due to the

dwindling deer herd (Van Ballenberghe and Mech1975; Mech 1977 B). This,
\.

combined with intraspecific mortality caused by members of one pack trespassing

on the hunting territory of other packs (Mech 1977 B, 1977 C), is reducing the

enti're wolf population i"n northeas't Mtnnesota to a level compatabl,e with their
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reduced food supply.

Impact

The density of wolves in the SNF is directly related to the distribution

and density of white-tailed deer in this region. The deer herd in Minnesota

in recent years has been severely reduced by a series of stressful winters,

compounded by maturing forest in many northern areas. These environmental

and successional factors have been especially acute in northeastern

Minnesota and are believed directly related to current low densities of

deer and the declining number of wolves in certain areas (Mech and Karns 1977).

It is doubtful that present wolf densities in the Study Area can be maintained.

The moose population, which has been stable or increasing in the region for

a number of years, is not an alternative prey to maintain high wolf densities.

Loss of large tracts of upland forest to mining operations, primarily those

dominated by aspen and birch, can be expected to further reduce the number of

deer (and thus wolves) on the Study Area. Similar utilization of lowland

conifer bog, and shrub types will have a limited affect on both densities.

Loss of deciduous-coniferous habitats would be intermediately detrimental

relative to wolf densities.

Unlike deer, wolves have a rather low tolerance for increased human settlement

within their territories. Mech (1970) contends that maintaining wolf populations

in the future will be done almost exclusively in wilderness areas. A pattern

of scattered rural residents with the normal association of clearings and

fields may have a positive effect on deer, but would decrease wolf densities

in these areas. The same would likely be true of mining operations
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with the marked increase in the number of roads, powerlines and other such

features supporting this industry.

A 1arge proportion of the timber wolf range in Minnesota and the contiguous

United States occurs within the boundaries of the Study Area. The pattern

of land use, especially in the eastern one-half of this area, will markedly

influence the future distribution of this threatened species in Minnesota.

\
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Known timber wolf
denning sites within
the eastern portion of
the Study Area(Data for
producing map provided
by L. David Mech, USDI,
Fish and Wildlife
Service, headquartered
at NCFES, St. Paul,
Minnesota.)

1 422.400
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Fig. 2. Known Timber Wolf Pack size and location of territories within
the eastern portion of the Study Area.

(Map from Mech 1973, his Fig. 1,

liThe -Superior National For.est study area. La):'g8,num~rals

identify wol f packs A, and 1in'es around them in-
dicate approximate pack territory borders. Small numerals
represent the sizes of packs or their tracks observed outside
of the intensive census areas (lone wolves not plotted)."
Map modified by drawing in the boundary of the study areas.

A. See Table 1 for se~sona] sizes ,of wolf packs indicated in
figure.

\
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Fig. 3. Timber wolf observations by Copper-Nickel staff.
-------------1

Plot
No.-,-
2
3
4
5
6

Date
4-7-77
5-5-77
8-4-76
4-6-77
8-1-76
8-15-76

No.
of Technical
wo] ves Descri2ti on__
1 T58N~13WSec 11
, 61 12 24
1 57 14 7
, 61 11 28
1 61 11 13
1 61 11 13
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Tab Ie lK-8i zes of t~>10IL"1 1J.'O If packG CIl the Superior ,Vational FOl'N" t
(lJl1ricr'lined fieures indicate pack ,,'as rod1:oed. Packs u; to ,~,c. rp(~·,:

:.'();1 Ec:Uen}lel'2Izc (]972). ih'ntCJ' r~':Jlo'es are the maxir;u'17 p-:wJ' .~i;;(,t;

oh;C)'ued fror'l December throuph Fchl'7.-w:t7.')· spp'tng figw 1e r('rl'('f"C);f,~

Irl:).I~~·"I1{."! pacl< si:;c cbse}'ved dl<ring :::orch arid ApY'i l.)
(In numbe rs )

l'ilLk 1%h-h7 1 1967-(,8 1%8-(,9 1969-70 1970-71 ] rJ 71-i-: 1'17>73

-:";_(~_,]L_~ :';.trne :~.; in-t(' I'I~:~r~~:\o.'i n t 01': SrI' i ng IW in te I' 1Spri ng : \~ i n te 1': SEi~_~,'i n t_p~:;.:t:~i-;;-~:~' i Tl t n: S 1'1 n .

2 c;
')

h

Ii
lJ
Ii

Ii
)

10
7
5

I.
..
".',.
II.

I.
H.

1'1.
II.
I : .
I I.

I:•.
I 1.

Ii,.
I 7,.
1H.
1'1.
211.
21.
,.

I.
2 ".''.

1/
!./
J/
4/
<,/
5:.1

(; I I' TlIIJP 1'1' t.
:I,'wtOTl L.
f',\,~,lrli L.
tlft'l'ns tone L.
I.l1o.;h;Tl I..

11"'\;l"S I..
f)lJ,JJ~;l I..
If"rri s L.
I.\,kp i nl'

'1,111 i '.';Ik i I..
rld'l'r I.,
Fn ill' I..
1';ln"d i.Hl Pt.

1\ I reli I..
Sawbill
Ifpll!~ht.11 ing Cn'l'k
~Iall I tOll R.
II)''' rs L.
Crt'ss R.
'Il'mp,'rance R.
{Inion R.
1.11 t S('n

"'.11'<1 L.
Ii,'vl 1<; lrack
(' 1.1 I'd L.

Sl'l' f i f:lI rt' 1.
"nst'd 0n n singlt' observation from the ground.
~1<1\' bl' 1(''is.
~lay 111< more.
\'an IInllenb('rghe (11)72).
Lloyd Scherer (pl'rs()nal communication).

A. Table from Mech 1973, his table 3.
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